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Abstract
We analyze the long-time large-distance asymptotics of the longitudinal cor-
relation functions of the Heisenberg-Ising chain in the easy-axis regime. We
show that in this regime the leading asymptotics of the dynamical two-point
functions is entirely determined by the two-spinon contribution to their form
factor expansion. Its explicit form is obtained from a saddle-point analysis of
the corresponding double integral. It describes the propagation of a wave front
with velocity vc1 which is found to be the maximal possible group velocity.
Like in wave propagation in dispersive media the wave front is preceded by
a precursor running ahead with velocity vc2 . As a special case we obtain the
explicit form of the asymptotics of the auto-correlation function.
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21 Introduction
New techniques for trapping and controlling cold atomic gases have recently given us
experimental access to the real-time dynamics of correlated quantum systems. Dynamical
correlation functions of atomic degrees of freedom in optical lattices can by now be
observed with single-site resolution [2, 34]. Two-point functions describe the response to
a local perturbation spreading out into the system. So far relatively little is known about
these functions from the theory side. In this work we calculate the asymptotic form of the
dynamical two-point functions of two local operators measuring the spin projection onto
the anisotropy axis in the Heisenberg-Ising chain in the massive antiferromagnetic regime
for long times and far separated points. We may think of these functions as describing the
propagation of a signal through the quantum spin chain or quantum communication. Their
asymptotics describes the shape of the signal at late times and far away from the source.
The Heisenberg-Ising chain is the spatially one-dimensional variant of the fundamental
model of antiferromagnetism in solids, the anisotropic Heisenberg model. In nature it
is realized in strongly anisotropic solids which, since rather recently, can be simulated
by systems of trapped ions in optical lattices [14, 17]. The model is described by the
Hamiltonian
H = J
L∑
j=1
{
σxj−1σ
x
j + σ
y
j−1σ
y
j + ∆σ
z
j−1σ
z
j
}
, (1)
where σαj , α = x, y, z, is a Pauli matrix acting on site j of a chain of length L, J > 0
quantifies the exchange interaction, and ∆ ∈ R is the anisotropy parameter. The model
with ∆ = 1 is the Heisenberg (or isotropic) model describing pure antiferromagnetic
exchange. If ∆ 6= 1 the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the Heisenberg and
the Ising chain Hamiltonians. ∆ = 1 separates two ground-state regimes, the massless
antiferromagnetic regime with |∆| < 1 and the massive antiferromagnetic regime with
∆ > 1 [41].
The Heisenberg-Ising chain belongs to the class of Yang-Baxter integrable models. Its
ground state properties were calculated long ago by means of the Bethe ansatz [3,30,39–41].
Subsequently, its excitation spectrum was analyzed [1, 36, 38] and a number of methods
to study its correlation functions were devised (see e.g. [5, 6, 15, 18, 20, 21, 23, 26]). The
cited articles clarify the structure of the static correlation functions and provide tools for
their exact calculation at short and large distances. Still, less is known about the dynamical
correlation functions of this well-studied model.
All results on dynamical correlation functions obtained so far by exploiting the inte-
grable structure of the model rely on the calculation of matrix elements of local operators
in spectral representations of the correlation functions. Matrix elements between ground
state and excited states are called form factors. In the thermodynamic limit (L→∞) they
scale as L−δ with δ ≥ 0. A finite number of them may stay finite as L→∞, but all others
must vanish for the spectral representation to exist. Determinant formulae for form factors
of the Heisenberg-Ising chain at finite L were obtained in [25]. Their scaling behaviour is
different for different excitations and also differs in the massless and in the massive regime.
In the massless regime δ may be non-integer and is then called anomalous dimension.
The (anomalous) large-L behaviour of so-called particle-hole excitations for |∆| < 1 and
a magnetic field h > 0 in the direction of the anisotropy axis was studied in [22, 24].
The summation of the particle-hole form factors [23] resulted in explicit formulae for
3the large-distance asymptotics in the static case. In the dynamical case other types of
excitations (so-called strings) might contribute to the asymptotics. For this reason their
calculation is still open.
For ∆ > 1 and h below a certain critical field all excitations over the ground state of
the system in the thermodynamic limit can be classified as scattering states of an even
number of ‘spinons’. In this case the large L behaviour of all form factors of the operator
σz was recently obtained in [12]. The scaling dimensions δ are even integers, and the
sums in the spectral representation of two-point functions turn into integrals over form
factor densities at large L. Expressions for these densities were first obtained in [18]
within the q-vertex operator approach [19] which is a lattice version of bosonization in
two-dimensional quantum field theories.
The most successful application of form factor techniques to the calculation of dynami-
cal correlation functions so far is in the approximate calculation of dynamical structure
factors. For ∆ > 1 results from the q-vertex operator approach enabled the calculation
of the two- and four-spinon contributions to these quantities [7, 9, 16]. The accuracy of
these results was impressively demonstrated in neutron scattering experiments (e.g. [29]).
Also the calculation of dynamical structure factors based on a numerical evaluation of the
finite-L form factors from Bethe ansatz proved to be efficient [4, 10, 31, 33].
2 Form-factor expansion
In this work the focus is on explicit analytical results for real-time correlation functions.
The longitudinal ground-state two-point functions of the Heisenberg-Ising chain have the
form-factor expansion (see [12])〈
σz1σ
z
m+1(t)
〉
=
(q2; q2)4
(−q2; q2)4 (−1)
m +
∑
ι=0,1
n∈2N
(−1)ιm
n!
∫ pi
2
−pi
2
dnν
(2pi)n
F(z)ι,n
n∏
j=1
ei[p(νj)m−ε(νj)t]. (2)
Here we used the standard notation for q-multi factorials,
(a; q1, . . . , qp) =
∞∏
n1,...,np=0
(1− aqn11 . . . qnpp ) . (3)
The parameter q = e−γ ∈ (0, 1) in (2) is related to the anisotropy parameter, ∆ =
(q + q−1)/2. The time-independent first term on the right hand side of (2) signifies the
antiferromagnetic long-range order for ∆ > 1. The dynamical information is in the second
term. The summation over ι is due to the double degeneracy of the ground-state, while n
runs over all pairs of spinons. With p and ε we have denoted momentum and energy of a
single spinon. They can be expressed as functions of a rapidity variable ν,
p(ν) =
pi
2
+ ν − i ln
(
ϑ4(ν + iγ/2, q
2)
ϑ4(ν − iγ/2, q2)
)
, (4a)
ε(ν) = −4JK sh(γ)
pi
dn
(
2Kν
pi
∣∣∣∣k) . (4b)
4Here ϑ4 is a Jacobi theta function and dn a Jacobi-elliptic function, k = k(q) is the elliptic
modulus, and K = K(k) the complete elliptic integral of the first kind (see e.g. [37]).
Spinon energy and momentum are related by
p′(ν) = −ε(ν)/2J sh(γ) (5)
and by the dispersion relation
ε(p) = −√vc1vc2 ·
√
1/k2 − cos2(p) (6)
which reveals the massive nature of the excitations. Here we have introduced two combina-
tions of parameters, which will become important below,
vc1 =
4JKk2 sh(γ)
pi(1 + k′)
, vc2 =
4JKk2 sh(γ)
pi(1− k′) , (7)
where k′ =
√
1− k2 is the complementary modulus.
The form factor densities F(z)ι,n depend on an even number n of rapidities ν1, . . . , νn. For
general n they were expressed by multiple integrals in [19] and by Fredholm determinants
in [12]. A more explicit expression is only known for the two-spinon case n = 2 and was
extracted in [12] from Lashkevich’s result [27] for the form factors of the XYZ chain in the
corresponding limit. It allows us to write the two-spinon contribution to the longitudinal
correlation function as〈
σz1σ
z
m+1(t)
〉
2
=
(q2; q2)4
(−q2; q2)4 (−1)
m +
1
2
I2(m, t) , (8)
where
I2(m, t) =
[ 2∏
j=1
∫ pi
2
−pi
2
dνj
2pi
ei[p(νj)m−ε(νj)t]
]
f(ν1, ν2) . (9)
The function f can be expressed as
f(ν1, ν2) = A(ν1, ν2)(−1)m +A(ν1 + pi, ν2) (10)
where
A(ν1, ν2) =
32q(q2; q2)2 cos2
(
(p(ν1) + p(ν2))/2
)
sin2(ν12)ϑ
2
4
(
ν12/2, q
)
sin((ν12 + iγ)/2) sin((ν12 − iγ)/2)
×
∏
σ=±
(q4; q4, q4)2
(q2; q4, q4)2
(q4e2iσν12 ; q4, q4)2
(q2e2iσν12 ; q4, q4)2
(q4e2iσν12 ; q4)
(q2e2iσν12 ; q4)
(11)
and ν12 = ν1 − ν2.
3 Saddle point analysis
We have calculated the asymptotics m, t→∞ for fixed ratio v = m/t ≥ 0. In this limit
the integral I2 can be estimated by the method of steepest descent. The calculation shows
that the higher-spinon contributions neglected in (8) contribute only higher corrections
5to the steepest descent result. Let us define the function g(λ) = i[p(λ)v − ε(λ)]. Then
the phase in the integrand in (9) is g(λ)t. It is depicted in Figure 1. The asymptotics
of the integral I2 is determined by the roots of the saddle point equation g′(λ) = 0 on
steepest descent contours joining−pi/2 and pi/2. Define k1 = vc1/vc2 = (1−k′)/(1+k′),
K1 = K(k1). Then, using a Landen transformation, we can write the saddle point equation
as
sn
(
4K1λ/pi
∣∣k1) = v/vc1 . (12)
Its solutions divide the ‘m-t world plane’ into three different asymptotic regimes R1, R2
and R3 .
R1. The ‘time-like regime’ 0 < v < vc1 : In this case (12) has two real solutions
λ−1 < λ
+
1 in [−pi/2, pi/2] which are located in [0, pi/2] such that λ+1 = pi/2− λ−1 .
R2. The ‘precursor regime’ vc1 < v < vc2 : In this case (12) has no real solutions. Setting
λ2 = pi/4 + iy it turns into
dn
(
2K ′1y/γ
∣∣k′1) = vc1/v (13)
which has real solutions ±y ∈ [−γ/2, γ/2] as long as vc1 < v < vc2 (here k′1 =√
1− k21 and K ′1 = K(k′1)).
R3. The ‘space-like regime’ vc2 < v: In this regime we introduce λ3 = iγ/2 + x. Then
(12) implies
sn
(
4K1x/pi
∣∣k1) = vc2/v (14)
which has again two solutions x− < x+ in [−pi/2, pi/2], both located in [0, pi/2],
such that x+ = pi/2− x−.
Equations (12)-(14) can be inverted as incomplete elliptic integrals to give λ±1 , x and y as
functions of v. Using these values we obtain the leading large-t asymptotics of I2.
In R1 we find
I2(m, t) ∼ f(λ
+
1 , λ
−
1 )
pit
∏
σ=±
etg(λ
σ
1 )√
g′′(λσ1 )
. (15)
Since g(λ±1 ) is purely imaginary I2 shows oscillations and algebraic decay in R1. Note
that we have obtained a factor of 1/
√
t per integration. Assuming regular behaviour of the
four-spinon density F(z)ι,4 one would at least obtain a factor of 1/t
2 which is sub-leading in
R1 (in fact, from our result in [12] we would expect that a closer inspection would produce
a factor of 1/t4). For v → 0 we have λ−1 = 0 and λ+1 = pi/2, which when inserted into
(15) yields an explicit result for the leading large-t asymptotics of the dynamical part of
the auto-correlation function
I2(0, t) ∼ e
ivc2 t
Jpit
8(q2; q2)4(−q4; q4)2(q8; q8, q8)4
(q−2 − q2)(q4; q4)6(q4; q8, q8)4 (16)
(for field theory predictions in the critical regime see [32]).
Both, in R2 and R3, only one solution of the saddle point equation is relevant. Since
f(ν, ν) = 0 this changes the algebraic contribution to the asymptotics of I2,
I2(m, t) ∼ [∇
2f ](λj , λj)
4pit2
· e
2tg(λj)
g′′(λj)2
. (17)
6-π /2 π /4 π /20-γ/2
0
γ/2
-π /2 π /4 π /20-γ/2
0
γ/2
-π /2 π /4 π /200
γ/2
Figure 1: Behaviour of the phase g in the complex plane in the asymptotic regimes R1 -
R3 (left to right). The black dots denote the relevant saddle points, and the lines are lines
of constant imaginary part. In the white areas Re g is smaller than the saddle point values,
in the blue shaded area it is lager. Contours must be deformed in such a way that they pass
through the relevant saddle points and do not leave the white areas.
Here j = 2, 3. λ2 = pi/4 + iy, where y ∈ [0, γ/2], and λ3 = iγ/2 + x, where x ∈
[pi/4, pi/2]. Note that the reasons for having only one relevant saddle point are different in
R2 and R3. In R2 the steepest descent contour can only pass through one of the points, in
R3 one of the points is sub-leading. In R2 the phase g(λ2) has a negative real part and a
non-vanishing imaginary part. The asymptotics is oscillating and exponentially decaying.
In R3 g(λ3) is real negative, we face pure exponential decay. The four-spinon contributions
are sub-leading in R2 and R3, since they would produce factors of 4tg(λj) in the exponent.
In the static limit, v →∞, we obtain a simple explicit expression which we derived in [12]
and do not reproduce here.
Amazingly, it is possible to obtain the saddle-point values g(λ), g′′(λ), λ = λ±1 , λ2, λ3
and [∇2f ](λj , λj), j = 2, 3 as explicit algebraic functions of v. This is due to the fact that
(5) and (6) allow us to rewrite the saddle-point equation as
vε(p)− vc1vc2 cos(p) sin(p) = 0 . (18)
This can be solved for z = cos2(p) at the saddle points. Introducing the rescaled velocity
parameter r = v/√vc1vc2 we obtain two solutions
2z± = 1 + r2 ±

√
(r21 − r2)(r22 − r2) in R1, R3,
i
√
(r2 − r21)(r22 − r2) in R2.
(19)
Here r21 = vc1/vc2 and r
2
2 = vc2/vc1 . Hence, 0 < r < r1 in R1, r1 < r < r2 in R2 and
r2 < r in R3. From (19) we obtain cos(p) and sin(p) and therefore eip at the saddle points.
Then ε(p) follows from (18).
This leads us to
etg(λ
±
1 ) = (−1)m exp{−im(arctg√1/z± − 1− r−2√z±(1− z±))} (20)
in R1. In R2 we find
e2tg(λ2) =
(
r/k
)m(
eiϕ0/2 − i
√
k′e−iϕ1/2
)2m
exp
{
2im
√
k′
rk
ei(ϕ0−ϕ1)/2
}
, (21)
ϕs = arcctg
(
1 + (−1)sr2√
(r2 − r21)(r22 − r2)
)
. (22)
7Finally, in R3,
e2tg(λ3) = exp
{
2m
(
ln(
√
z− −
√
z− − 1) + r−2
√
z−(z− − 1)
)}
. (23)
For g′′(λ) we obtain
pi2g′′(λ)
v(2kK)2
=
z+ − z−
r2
×

±i√z±(1− z±) λ = λ±1
ir
√
k′
k e
i(ϕ0−ϕ1)/2 λ = λ2
−√z−(z− − 1) λ = λ3.
(24)
It is not hard to see that the only zeros of this function as a function of v are vc1 and
vc2 . Thus, except at these points, which mark the transition between different asymptotics
regimes, the saddle points are of first order. Exactly at the transition the saddle points
are of second order implying that the algebraic part decays as t−4/3. For the saddle-point
values of [∇2f ](λ, λ) in R2 and R3 we obtain
[∇2f ](λ, λ)
=
512(q2; q2)4(q4; q4)2(q4; q4, q4)8
(q2; q4)2(q2; q4, q4)8
[
z(−1)m(q; q2)4
(1− q−1)2 +
(1− z)(−q; q2)4
(1 + q−1)2
]
, (25)
where z = z+ if λ = λ2 in R2 and z = z− if λ = λ3 in R3.
4 Discussion
Using the above explicit expressions (11), (12), (15), (17) and (20)-(25) we can easily
plot our result. Figure 2 shows the asymptotics of I2, representing the leading dynamical
contribution to the correlation function 〈σz1σzm+1(t)〉 (see (2)), for a fixed time t as a
function of the distance m. We see the typical features of wave propagation in a dispersive
medium as they are familiar from electrodynamics [8, 35]. The wave excited locally at
m = 1 and t = 0 contains all frequency components and hence spreads out with the
maximal possible group velocity vc1 . In fact it is easy to see from (6) that
max
p∈[−pi/2,pi/2]
|ε′(p)| = vc1 (26)
(which is also equal to the band width ε(0) − ε(pi/2)). In non-relativistic spin systems
with local interactions such a maximal group velocity always exists due to the existence
of a Lieb-Robinson bound [11, 28]. As in signal processing in dispersive media the wave
front at vc1t is preceded by a precursor [8, 35] extending from m = vc1t to m = vc2t and
decaying in forward direction. In terms of ‘band parameters’ vc2 can be interpreted as
twice the band centre vc2 = −(ε(0) + ε(pi/2)). The irregular appearance of the wave train
in Figure 2 is due to the interference of commensurate and incommensurate components.
In fact, if we split I2 as I2(m, t) = I
(0)
2 (m, t)(−1)m + I(1)2 (m, t), the two contributions
I
(0)
2 and I
(1)
2 look more regular (see Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the same wave train as
observed at a fixed site as a function of time.
The appearance of the two different time-like and space-like regimes R1 and R3 is
a consequence of the existence of the Lieb-Robinson bound. But the existence of the
80 10 20 30 40 50
−0.020
0.000
0.020
m
R
e
(I
2
(m
,t
))
Figure 2: Real part of I2(m, t) as a function of m for fixed t = 4 and ∆ = 2.375. Data
points calculated for m ∈ Z and connected by means of splines. Vertical lines separate
different asymptotic regimes, first line m = vc1t, second line m = vc2t.
0 10 20 30 40 50
−0.020
0.000
0.020
m
Re (I
(0)
2 (m, t))
Re (I
(1)
2 (m, t))
Figure 3: Real part of the two incommensurate contributions to I2(m, t) as a function of
m for fixed t = 4 and ∆ = 2.375 (I(0)2 blue, I
(1)
2 red). Vertical lines separate different
asymptotic regimes, first line m = vc1t, second line m = vc2t.
90 5 10 15 20
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−0.002
0
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Figure 4: I2(m, t) as a function of t for fixed m = 45 and ∆ = 2.375 (real part
blue, imaginary part red). Vertical lines separate different asymptotic regimes, first line
t = m/vc2 , second line t = m/vc1 . Dots denote asymptotics values exactly at the
boundaries between the different regimes. From the inset one can imagine the true
behaviour of the integral in the vicinity of the boundaries.
precursor regime R2 is not in accordance with common intuition which expects a simpler
light-cone picture as in relativistic quantum field theories. This may be one of the reasons
why the sine-Gordon model has often been used as an effective model for the XXZ chain
in the massive antiferromagnetic regime.
Our analysis allows us two interesting conclusions. First: since the analytic behaviour
of the correlation functions changes across the Stokes lines v = vc1 and v = vc2 the naive
analytic continuation of an effective field theory, describing the static correlations at large
distances, to the time axis would predict the wrong large-time asymptotics. Three separate
theories for regimes R1, R2, R3 may be needed. Second: a general theory predicting the
behaviour of auto-correlation functions is the theory of spin diffusion (see e.g. [13]). It
predicts a decay of correlation functions ∼ 1/√t. Hence, naively the 1/t behaviour of
the Heisenberg-Ising chain would be called non-diffusive. However, in our saddle-point
integration we have obtained a factor of 1/
√
t per integral which may be interpreted as
a factor of 1/
√
t per spinon, or diffusion of spinons. The 1/t behaviour would then be
attributed to the fact that spinons can only be created in pairs.
To avoid misunderstandings we wish to point out that there is no obvious relation of
our result for the exact asymptotics of the two-point function to the result of [7], where
the two-spinon contribution to the dynamical structure factor (the Fourier transform of the
dynamical two-point function) was calculated. First of all [7] deals with the transversal
case, while we are treating the longitudinal case. Second, to our knowledge there is
no simple way to obtain the long-time, large-distance asymptotics in real space-time by
Fourier techniques.
10
5 Summary
We have obtained asymptotically exact and explicit results for the long-time large-distance
asymptotics of the longitudinal dynamical two-point functions of the Heisenberg-Ising
chain in the easy-axis regime. Instead of a summary let us list the main features that might
be observable in experiments:
(i) Two critical velocities vc1 and vc2 and a precursor.
(ii) A superposition of commensurate and incommensurate components.
(iii) A 1/t decay and an oscillation with frequency vc2 in the auto-correlation function.
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